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' INTRODUCTION

For some time, we have been curious about the reasons why social wor
choose to work in rural.Iowa counties, as opposed to Iowa's more urban all>
metropolitan counties, where many more

resources abound and social workers can
carry more specialized

caseloads. Is the quality of social workers lesser or
greater in rural areas or is there irtTIVTilference

in quality between
the "city slickers" and their ".country cousins"? What characteristics do
hiring authorities look for when interviewing prospective social workers ior
rural county agencies? Is it harder to be a female social worker professional
in rural Iowa county agencties?

To begin,.one must understand Iowa's SocidService system. Since
1968, all county social welfare agencies ere brought into an "umbrella"
agency that includes

all forms of social service and welfare programs, correc-
tions (Institutional, as well as community

correctional programs), mental
health and mental retardation

institutions and state-wide planning (in the
, most recent session of the Iowa Legislature,

community mental health programs
and developmental

disabilities'programs were brought under the "umbrella"),
known as the Iowa Department of Social Services. Since that time, county

. social services employees have been state employees and their qualifications
and pay grades have been regulated by the Iowa State Merit

Employment Depart-
ment. Thus, a Social Worker II working in Polk County (250 thousand plus
population) receives -the same compensation as a Social Worker

II working in
Ringgtld County

(population.6,700).
((QUALIFICATIONS FOR SOCIAL WORKERS I.,

II, AND III AS DESCRIBED BY'THE IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT ARE INCLUDED
IN THE APPENDIX OF THIS PAPE,R;))
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For the purposes of answering the afore-mentioned questions, the authors

chose five northeastern Iowa counties, ranging in size from,10,500 population td
mari*

22,000 persons. ':The agency 's professional staff in th e'five couWes ranged

from three social workers tolive social workers.' The majorit of the'sotial

workers were women and-all of the directors, except two, were men. The counties

studied were in three different social services 'administrative districts. &North-
,

eastern Iowa is different some ways from the rest of the state. The tom-
.

raphy is rolling to rugged, tree covered bluffs and hills. the religious popu-

lation is predominately Roman Catholic in an overwhelmingly Protestant state.

The rural people and their county governments tend'to be conservative '(regard,-

less of political affiliation)' and hold traditional values regarling children,

marriage, and the status of women. The region tends to be distrustful, of out-
.

widers. One gets the feeling that in order to be native to the region, it

requires a residency of at leastthree generations.

The authors developed the .survey instrument as an attempt to find answers
4

- for some of the questions surrounding:
what are the'characteristics of social

workers in rural communities and what 'their uniqueness may be. The DepartMent

of Social Services was chosen as the survey agency for several reasons. Among

those reasons: (1) the agency has local offices 'in all. ninety -nine counties

in the qateof Iowa; (2) the agency's personnel.pdlicies, social worker

. minimum qualification. standards and hiring practices are standardized, and

(3) D.S.S. is the core human service agency in Iowa's rural counties. We

believe that such a study using this standardized agency allows for more

accuracy in our findings, as well as discerning what trends-are being established

in regard to social work as a profession in a ,rural area.

METHODOLOGY
4

This paper uses a. qualitative approach to gain access to the individual
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social workers' perspective in this field study. The advantages of this method

are based on,the assumption that workers themselves know best what distinctive

qualities are needed for rural social work. This research approach allows for

the exploration of the characteristics'of rural social workers.1

The field study uses three sets of interviews: (1) the Director or

Supervisor, who identifies what he/she sees as the qualities needed for workers

in their agency. (2) The_second interViews'Wre withithree social workers as

a group in each of the five agencies. The group interview centered around

basic 'questions regarding their own - Needs, qualifications and characteristics '.

that they see as necessary to practice social work in their rural communities.

As characteristics were identified; they were noted and probed by the inter-

viewer, gtning additional insights and reasons for valuing the various

characteristics. (3) The third set of interviews were with those five social

workers, identified 15y the interviewer:as having a tendency towards being a

key worker. These interviews centered around the individual worker's own

successful approaches, limitations, and styles of_social work.

This study is based on the hypothesis that unique personal and profes-

sional characteristics can be identified in the rural social worker.2 We

attempt to recognize if such unique characteristics exist. The information

from this study identifies characteristics indicative of a succAsisful social

worker for the rural community.

Al} the interviewees were informed of the nature of this study and

their assistance requested, as'well as insured confidentiali.ty.

The field stud
,3,3

was used as the research mode, with interviews as the

primary method for gathering information. The interview method
4

was used to

allow for more probing to obtain more cofplete data. It was possible to

establish and maintain rapport With the respondents. Interviewing provided

`a means of checking with effectiveness of communicatipn. Approximately fifteen

5
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:interviews were done with
twenty-five participants in the research period.

Interviews were semi-structured 5 and built--around-a structured questionnaire,

allowing the nterviewer to branch off into area at-more depth. Although

accurate inforMation is desired, the semi-structure allowed the opportunity

for probing underlying factors and relationships." As theinterviewees expressed

their ideas, addition
/a

I feed back was gained, allowing them to discover points

of agreement and cammon experience. This would not have been achieved in

individual interviews. The interviewer examiped the area of lifestyle, super:
. vision, flexibility, community resources, ganeralist casework as opposed to

specialized casework, 4nd the influence of gender in rural practice. These

questions were structured to be general in nature and to facilitate discussion
in the group. The third set of interviews were done individuallA with key

workers. This'interview took a more in-depth lodk at individual workers'

successful approaches, limitations, styles, and attitude toward rural social

work.

COUNTY DIRECTOR INTERVIEWS

The'five county directors identified characteristics of social workers

which they felt were significant and successful for social work practice in

rural anedt'. The characteristics identified by-the directors varied greatly

in specific traits as well as terms used,for those characteristics. Examples

of character traits ranged'froM
loyalty to "guts ", from intelligence to life

experience and educational degree4. There were a number of traits held in

'common by the five county directors. Three general catagories which ranked

consistently high in interviewing with the eounty_directors were: (1) flex-

ibility, (24 supervision, and (3) the use of community resources. The area

which'held the strongest priority was the social workers' ability tobe flex-:

0
able. The directors felt that social workers needed to be open to new situa-
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tions and to be able to handle many roles in a professional 'capacity. Being

open to people and their needs were'foreMost in the directors' thinking. 10

directors felt it was important that the social workers be sensitive to varied

and divergent cultural backgrounds and beliefs. Mo;tbf.them were concerned

that the social worker! be able to interact with the commpnity people both as .

professionals and in social capacities. In fact, worker's are expected to be

able to cope,'interactin9 with clients on a social basis, common to he small

towns. A flexible personality was seen as allowing for easier adaptation to

1

the social services systeM in the community. Flexibility eemed to be the

,
key trait many of the directors )inked with the workers be ng successful in

the rural community.

Supervision was another area of concern to the county directors,. This

was expressed through their identifying assertiveness, creativity, and willing-

Ass to take risks. This was. seen as a desire by the directors, for the workers
.#

to be self-starters, which seems to be essential for the rural community.

County directors are often caught in the bind of.trying to serve-both admin-

istrative and supervisory functions in:the rural counties. A/to identified

}
was the social worker being ingenious in using community resources. The

county directors were aware of a lack of resources in their communities.:

County directors identified their preference for social workers who
4

could work in a generalist capacity. The directors felt that social workers,

had to function, at timds, as their own supervisor 6y using their peers.

The dual roles of the Worker were highlighted by the directors' recognition

of the lack of community resources. Because of this lack of resources, social

service workers were seen as "the resource" for the majority of human services

in the areas. Therefore, social workers needed to fill many roles and functions

in order to provide for the needs of their communities.

One director summarised the importance of the social worker genbralist

7
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w
concept stating: "Everyone should work in a rural area. You have to knoW-a

little bit about everything in the rural area. You don't have time to cdncen-

trate on your paperwork you have to jump around to keep going. There is

just a lot to do."

SOCIAL WORK.EB, GROUP INTERVIEWS

In the second phase of this field study, five groups, each with three

ocial workers were interviewed. From this mode of collecting data, a wide

variety of information was revealed. Out of lie fifteen workers interviewed,

two of these individuals were male. We found five significant catagories in

the data gathering process, they being: lifestyle, resources, supervision,

generalist practice and flexibility.

The first catagorY identified was the .social workers' Lifestyle as

significant to their successful practice in a rural community. Critical to

the workers' lifestyle was a need for them to be creative in their own

recreational activities in the rural area, as many communities lacked resources
ss,

for more conventional forms of recreation. The social Workers', style of dress-

ing and ways of speaking were also affected. Interest in the community social

structure, clubs, organizations, churches, etc. could enhanCe or subtract froin

the community's perception of the worker. Social workers responded that they

received feedback much more directly.from community persons regarding their

services and the quality of them. T y felt that folks in rural communities

were more likely to come. up to the e , in the superma on the street,

and-share their feelings abousocial services. Regardles of whether the

person was receiving services or not, they're likely to know something about

someone who is. Norkers are iOntiNed by their place of employment and are

generally stereotyped through that identification. The stereotype often takes

the form of the "welfare worker" or "the child iealers". In agencies where
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workers have gotten involved with their communities, it/as been harder for
a

community individuals to hold'on to their original stereotypes. Community

members are more likely to have contact with a particular social worker over

tor

a longer period of time, making Ft harder for them to stereotype the social

worker. These personal Contacts were seen as forcing people together. They_

were also segn as challenges by the social workers: Workers are personally

held accountable to the community through this type of interaction. This

,,/attitude was seen predominately in the social workers who have been in' the

community, providing
services; for more than three years. The belief is that

there is long testing-out period by the community before their stereotypical

image of the worker is broken down, and trust., and acceptance are gained. Var-

ious lifestyles were seen as -no problem for the, workers. Their consensus f

the interviews was that close proximity with the community and length of tenure

seemed to lend more understanding and tolerance for lifestyle and deviation from'

the standard community norms. Some wol'kers did indicate rAeservations about

participating in community social clubs and organizations. This reservation .

was put in the context of needing time and space to ong:s self and some distance

4

from the community. Workers were seen as being individualistic, Tn nature, and

having strong personalities in their_owo right. Even with their individual

lifestyles and differences, workers believed they appeared rather stable from

the community's perspective. Therefore, they were acceptable in their roles

as social workers in the community.
Lifestyle.seemed much more important on

a social basis than on a professional basis. In many cases, workers indicated

that,their own personal community existed among their peers where they worked.

The majority grew up in rural areas, understanding the rural culture

and being comfortable in its ways of interacting. Thp majority were living in

rural areas because of family in the area or because of spouses being employed



in the area. One worker expressed her desire to practice rural social work in

terms of being, seen working in her county, out of.choice,. after having grown

Up there. She'realized that the quality of life was high and felt that was's'

her primary reason for being there. Interviewees identified .they felt a

strong sense of community while working in small towns and rural areas. The

majority of those interviewed had a sense of belonging in their,communities:

They expressedthat their working in arural area suited thVr lifestyles

and they felt moreof a sense of freedom for growth as individuals in the

rural age/rides. This is specified in the variety of duties a worker has,
I

the challenge of being asked. to do more, and allowing them to adapt to their

own persdnal style of social wgek.,

The second c- atagory identified by the social workers delt with the 0

effective use of resources in rural areas.. It vs generally ,believed that

social workers must be able to make do with fewer outside agencies as resourcesL

in the rural community. .There is a lot. of travel out of the counties to more

urban areas for many of the >esoveces, however. SoMe workers felt this was

beneficial, as they-could pick and choose these resources and not'be bound to

a particulr resource within their own communities. Distance was the most

negative aspect of using outside resources, with workers and clients having to

travel from fifty to one hundred miles 6ne way. Workers felt this travel was

inefficient as far as"their time and expense.

Workers saw the lack of resources,as calling on them to be more creative'

in their approach to their soial work. In addition, a number of workers

identified this particular challenge of their creativityas one of the major

reasons why they continuedto work in the rural area. This lack of resources,

however, causes infringement on the social workers' personal time. Clients

were teen as having a tendency to believe that your time is my time". Because

of the,,lack of resources; people have nowhere else 6 go in times of need.

10 "'
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The rural social workers expressed the need to use informal services or.

resources in the communitysUch as: churches, volunteers, family members,

and neighbors, in.order to meet the needs of their clients. More emphasis

put on the informal. networks developed by workers with community members

as'the resource. However it was pointed out that the use of this residual

welfare system
6

had its limitations. In using the informal networks, re-
,

sources,are quite limited. If one uses a resource for one pa.rticular individual, (

that resource is then depleted and ilpt available for anufher needy(person.4

'becomes quite apparent, that the residual, welfare system is limited in thl

amount of services it can provide. In additi9n, workers identify that these

sources in the community are not available to all
0

individuals,,

One social worker told of a,community project to build a home for an

elderly-woman who is basically estranged from the rest of the community. A

great many community resources, such as building material, hardware, man poWer,

etc. have been, donated for this project. It has now become apparent that people

who, have given their time for this project are not willing totAdnate or generate

time and money for additional project 5": Therefore, other community members will
-

notAbgive charities that would benefit therm. The realization of the limits of
.

local chSrity and residual welfare systems shouldbe noted, particularly in this

time of our nation's swing. toward reliance on the private sector to meet the

needs of the less fortunate. Therural community is a microcosm Of the national

residual welfare system and the same limitations which are apparent to us in

the rural community are also applicable to state and national situations. Over-

all, it would seem that rural workers accept the limitations of resources in

their .community and can live with the resources they find, coupled -with the less

formal systems in institutions. The rural yor er has a sense of pride in

creativity, knowledge of community networks, an overall accepts this challenge

in a positive regard.

11
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The area of supervision is often, cited as fmportant to the rural social 1

Iworker. A common theme through all the interviews was reliance on peer super-,
I

vision. It was reiterated over and over that rural workers must rely on each

other in terms.Of supervision. Workerstwould consult with each other, infor-

mally, regarding case problems am sought suggestions from their fellow workers.

In some counties, this process has beenkincluded in their formal structure,

with workers gathering once a week to share ideas and direction on cases.

However, it was recognized that supervision, in the traditional sense of the

word, was not often anilable-fram administrative levels. Workeri have to be

self-reliant yid dependable in terms of their own judgement. The agency that

recognized peer supervision, as a viable form of supervision, was generally

described as being ,a loose system, acting in a consulting capacity with the

director included in the process. Pee' supervision was seen as providing fdr

a great deal of interaction between staff members serving as a cohesi've agent

for that rural agency.- Much of the supervision was seen as reciprocal between

the worker and the director add the director and the worker. In many ways.,

they could be perceived as different roles, functioning with less of a hier-

archy.` In three of the interviews workers saw the county director's role as

running interference for them with the bureaucracy. Workers felt they knew
A

what they were doing professionally, but needed assistance with bureaucratic

necessities from management. It seemed at these times, the local directors

were of the most benefit in the,ir supervisory roles. Some workers did indicate

a lack of direction and'they had to demand supervision from their directors.

This underlines the need for workers to be flexible and able to adapt to their

conditions. WoerkerS indicated some dissatisfaction with what they perceived

as a breakdown in communications from the Department's district cffices

Overall, peer supervision was the method primarily identified in the

Nral agencies. Workers did respond positively about this modality; feeling
9
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it was flexible and produced more growth-on their part.

44

The'generalist 'social Worker was tlearly the predominate type of case-
1 ' 4

worker interviewed in tbi.8" field study. Social workers have more than one
,

-, . .

type of casework'function to perform in these rural counties. Along with

casework, workers may be functioning in some administrative duties,

relations, community intervention, as well as interpersonal and social case-

work levels. Although social workers saw themselves as having specific job

titles, with specified duties and responsibilities, they felt they expanded

their actual, duties beyond their job descriptions. The generalist funttio.

was seen as an asset, giV'ing them a broader knowledge of community resources,
r
-

as well as allowing them to maintain a higher interest level in their work.

One worker specifically mentioned that she could not see herself functioning

in a more urbanized setting as she would be afraid of being tied into One,

specific, repetitious job role.

Flexibility was the Ilfth area covered in the interviewing process.

Workers generally felt they were eased into different cultural backgrounds

and beliefs by their f uent and close contact with the people af the com-

munity4 They have to interact with all people in both a professional and

social capacity. The interview pr6E-Og' did attempt to,lookrat some of the

styles and ways the rural social workers dealt with these situations.

Many of the workers indicated that it is important to have a professional

community to interlact with. This included school teachers, lawye'rs, other

social workers, and members of the medical community. Many of the individuals

grew_up in the areas where they are working, continuing to have many lifelong

relationships. Interviewees did acknowledge frequent contact with differing

attitudes and opinions regarding their clients or their profession that are

different from their own', There seems to be two basic ways of dealiu with

thp situation. Workers agreed that they needed to avoid confrontation with
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other community members, believing they have the right to thefrown_opin.ions.

Most workers indicated, however, a willingness to talk with persons if they

showed an interest. Sometimes, particularly in a social situation, workers

felt caught in a no-win situation discussing their opinions with other com-.

munity citizens. 6

A Inteftieweps felt they had *pact on attitude)s of other community members

and their feelings regarding clients and other related issues. This was due

to the agency's philosophy and the

)
ay that philosophy is perceived by the

6community. 'In one of the counti s, the workers could see a change in community

reaction because of the change in the agency's philosophy to a more positive

attitude. With this change in the agency's image, in the community., workers

felt there was a mere positive reflection on people utilizing services with

much less stigma. This was an indirect form of workers dealing with contrary

attitudes about clients and services. From this-position, workers felt that

dealing with the community's attitudes and prejlidIces, that it was their

responsibility to reframe and redefine difficulties for these community members,

encouraging them, to see problems on an individual basis. The worker takes an

active role in contacting and talking with community groups, boards, and other

significant individuals when the opportunity presents itself for dialogue and

clarification of attitudes. Clients were seen as investments and community

understanding was often identified as a.key to successful interpersona) inter-

action with clients.

INDIVIDUAL KEY WORKER INTERVIEWS

The key worker interviews were very interesting from both a sense of

validation, regarding the group interviews and a more indepth look at how key

workers feqt ,about their work and themselves.

Some general comments regarding our key worker interviews center around
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their perception of accountability in their profession. The key worker in

the agency, here. peer supervision was a recognized method of supervising,

had strong feelings regarding how the community.held him/her, and their

fellow workers, accountable for their casework. He/she felt it was because

oeftbe high degree of visibility he/she Nhd their peers have within this

community, as the reason for the community to hold social workers in his/her

area =coulltable. Interestingly, he/she really liked that system of account-

ability, and felt he/she received prompt feedVack regarding casework skills and

-case. accomplishments. They also commented that they thought,-tbis type of

accountability in the rural areas was a means for the local community to

exercise more local4control over the.,agenty.

Since most of the workers in the, group interviews were women, the authors,

questioned the position of the female social worker in a rural community.

Generally, the women in the group interviews were less specific regarding any

problems they may have due to their gender. When female key workers were

interviewed, they were more explicit regarding problems they have or have had

becabse of their sex.

Let's consider one of the key worker interviews. We'll name this worker,

Sarah. Sarah Is ,twenty-nine years old, formerly married for five years, and

a single parent of a four year old son. Sarah has returned to her native

county after being away for twelye years. During those twelve years, Sarah

earned both a B.S:W. and M.S.W. degree from the State University, and'practiced

for three years in a major midwestern metropolitan area and'for two years in

another metropolitan area. After Sarah's marriage ended in.divorce,she

decided to return to her hometown where her'parents and other extended family

members liVe.- Sarah was particularly anxious for her son to experience the

quality of life in her home town as well as being close to her parents. Sarah's
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parents have really helpedleiith the care of her son. Since Sarah is a child
6

protection services worker, she needs someone responsible day or night to

provide child care.

With this type of suppbrt in mind, the questioner probed further, asking

Sarah what her life was like living and workngin this small town, Sarah

felt thatthere were not too manyproblems or her professionally but she
0

thought her life was difficult so6ially,. Sarah thought a number of persons,

including some of her peers in her office, viewed her as a "grass widow".

In northwestern Iowa, "grass widow" is antidiomatic expression used to

connote a divorced woman. This is interesting in its own right as a

. , divorced man is not a "gra'ss widower": Sarah says.that it is sometimes

difficult to seek emotional and social support from men in her community

because of the threat a "grass widow"..has on men. Apparently, such women

are- perceived as-being 4fter, men, taking anyone they can. Sarah feels this

uniqueness will wear off,the longer she remains in her community. Since

she has been on the job, for less than two years, it will take awhile for the

community to readjust their perception of her. It-is *portant to point out

that Sarah is a strong; individualistic person: She represents a new view

regarding the position of women in her community.

CONCLUSION"

.We found our researching of the unique characteristics of social workers

' in rural areas both fascinating and educational., We did not, however, compare
4

.rural sociM workers with those in urban communities. The Iowa Des Moines

Register (Sunday, July 12, 1981 edition) states that there are no metropolitan

cities in Iowa. The. proof they offer is simply the fact that one can observe

grass growing between the-sidewalk cracks in both downtown Des Moines and Cedar

Rapids.

16
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We did find that the social workers we interviewed were flexible and

genehlly of very high quality. Almost to a person they were practicing

t 4

in their communities because they wanted to be there. Their lifestyles

appeared not to pose any real problems. One cannot be sure, however, whether
J 4

the tocial workers' lifestyles were, or were not, already compatible with the

community prior.to their employment.

We did find an overwhelming preference by the social workers we-inter-
,.

vijewed to be generalists as opposed to, specialized caseworkers. This con-,

tention is supported by the literature regarding rural social work.
imr

The most common form of social worker supervision was that supervison

by their peers. In two of the counties, this method was acknowledged as

reciprocal between workers and director and.director and workers. This mode

of supervision seems to be as important key to the success of some of the

agencies we .surveyed.

Lastly, we found it was difficult for the women we interviewed to factor

111, out discriminationilltheir professions because of their sex. We offer the

premise that these social worker professionals are really so immeshed in

their communities they do not feel or choose to ignore most discriminatory

problems. It was obvious to us,however, that there was some discrimination

toward women by the bureaucracy, as well as some incidents of discrimination

within their communities and the agencies where they worked.

We submit the preceding information with the hope that it may help collate

some thdughts regarding social workers by those persons responsible for their

hiring, as well as those academicians responsible for educating them.

0
D

.1*
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3
Stephen Isaac in collaboration with William B. Michael, Handbook in

Research and Evaluation; (San Diego, California: EDITS Publishers,
copyright 1972): pp. 20.

4
Howard Schwartz and Jerry Jacobs, Qualitative Sociology; (New York:

Free Press, copyright 1979): pp. 37-60. Stephen Isaac in collaboration
with William B. Michael, Handbook in Research and*Evaluation; (San Diego,California: EDITS Publishers, copyright 1972): pp. 96-99.4,1
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5
Stephen Isaac in collaboration -With William B. Michael, Handbook inResearch andgpluation; (Sari Diego; California: EDITS Publishers,

copyright 1972: pp. 96-99. ,

`6Harold L. Wilensky rnrhales N. Lebeaux, Industrial Society and
Social Welfare; (New York: Free Press, copyright 1965): pp. 138-140 andp. 144.
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1 IOWA HERT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

1 /Oak WORKER I

3

SALARY: Pay Grade 20

EXAMINATION: Written

Class Code: 03012

R.Ectivz,b
No

DEFINITI0N- f

Under' immediate supervision, as training and exper
performs-, social tbrk .within specific guidelines in a

office or institution; performs related work as required

DZLAVv.
75190

K, Ce,-,OCizr r
VICES'14 SZAVvi'cl, 02

ience are gained, 4

county, district

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED

Applies casework principles to field case work *tuatidns, givin5
assistance to various clientele groups.

Assumes ,a partial caseload 'of' pre-selected cases as training and

experience inereaSe.

Takes. a position on an institutional interdisciplinary treatment team;
observing, learning, and applying to some patients or families, limited
institutional casework and group services.

Performs outreach activities gathering and learning how o evaluate,

information necessary to development an assistance or*treatment program.

Fills out all necessary forms and papers, learning' theit purpose

and function.

KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, SKILLS, AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Knowledge of human growth and behavior.

Knowledge of interviewing skills and techniques.

Knowledge of the basic environmental and cultural- factors inherent in
social work.

Ability to deal effectively with clients, staff and related Community
organizations.

Ability to correctly interpret and apply rules, regulates, policies,
and procedures governing a social welfare program:

Ability to prepare case records and progress reports.

Ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing.

EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

Graduation from an accredited fo
II

r year college or university;

OR

'four years of full-time. equivalent technical work experience involving
direct contact with. people in overcoming their social, economic,
psychological, or health problems;

OR

20



SOC WORKER 1 ()

4

an equivalent combination of qualifying experience and education

substituting one year of qualifyng experience for each thirty semester

hours of education.

Selective Certification

For certain designated positions the Appointing Authority, with Merit

Employment Department approval, may seleeively request those applicants

who possess the following:

863 ability to speak Spanish fluently

Applicants desiring to be considered for these positions should be sure

to note the applicable skills on the application.

Adopted: 7/1/19

Revised: 9/15/80 PW
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rtf IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT Class Code: '03013 I

/ AXIAL WORKER 2 REcznizr)
SALARY: Pay Grade 22 NOV

DELAWARE Co ,
SOCIAL or,

SRVICES

Under direct to general supervision, performs professional social work

within guidelines in a county, district office or institution; performs

related work as required.

EXAMINATION: Written

DEFINITION

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED
1

Provides basic social work -services in programs offered by the

Departmentof Social Services; carries a full caseload.

Provides basic social work services and placement services for

dependent, neglected and delinquent children who have been committed to

institutions, in facilitating their reintegration into the community.

Serves as a member of an institutional interdisciplinary treatment team;

providing casework and group work services.

Performs outreach activities gathering and evaluating information

regarding clients or programs, developing an assistance or treatment

program, and coordinating activities with relevant community agencies, as

directed.

Gives guidance to subordinate classei of employees as,directed.

Completes ordirects the preparation of necessary records and reports.

KNOWLEDGES,,ABILITIES, SKILLS, AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Knowledge of ttit basic environmental and cu)tural factors inherent in

social' work.

Knowledge of the principles of human growth and behviot.

Knowledge of interviewing skills and techniques.

Knowledge of community resources.

Knowledge of hOme-finding ancillolacement methods and practices.

Knowledge of current literature and trends in social casework.

Ability to correctly interpret and apply miles, regulations, policies,

and procedures governing a social welfare program.

Ability to deal effectively with clients, staff and related community

organizations.

Ability to communicate effectively, orally and-in writing.

Ability to prepare case records and progress reports.

EDUCATIONL_EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

Graduation from an accredited four year college or university with a

. Bachelor's degree in social work;

Oft
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SOCIAL WORKER 2

graduation from an accredited four year college or university and the

equivalent of one year of full time experience in a social work capacity;

OR

an equivalent combination of qualifying ex tience and education:.

subst,ituting one year of qualifying experience for each thirty semester

houri of education;
OR-

graduate education in a Masters of Social Work program from' an

accredited eollegt or university may be substituted. for the renuired

experience on the basis* of thirty semester hours for the one year of

required experience;
OR

i the equivalent of one year of full time experience as a Social Worker 1

in the state classified service.

lr

Selective Certification

For certain designated positions the Appointing Authority, with Merit

Employment Department approval, may selectively request those applicants

.whq possess the following:

863 ability to speak Spanish fluently

Applicants desiring to be considered for these positions should be sure

to note the applicable skills on the application.

At the time of interview, applicants referred to Glenwood and Woodward

State Hospital-Schools will be assessed to determine if they meet federal

.
government employment requirements as published in the Federal Register,

__Volime 39, No. 12, Thursday, January 17, 1974; Section 20-CFR-405.1101.

Agency of Employment: 'Department of Social Services.

Location of Employment: All 99 counties.

Adopted: 7-1-69

Revised: 9-15-80 11
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SOCIAL WORKER III RECEIVE
DEFINITION AUG 2 31978

Under general supervision, performs intensive social_
work services or some limited supervisory duties in a DELAWARE CO. DEPT. 0

county, district office, institution,' or the central SOCIAL SERVICES

office; performs related work as required.

ILLUSTRATIVE, EXAMPLES OF WORK PERFORMED
' Provides intensive casework services for clients with A.,

difficult, complex, and compl'cated problems, requiring a
reduced caseload'on a full-time basis. 4

Deals with individUals and group having sociopathic
pers0halitiei, impulsive behavior that may be self-destkuc-
tive or depredatory, and otherS4with chronically defective
behaviors.

Makes professional decisions and recommendations that
can have a serious impact on the life of tIle'person served.

Provides or directs the preparation of necessary records
and reports.

Gives advice and consultation when unusual, difficult,
or complex cases are encountered.

May perform some, but less than the full range of super-
visbry functions required for collective bargaining exemption
purposes.

KNOWLEDGES, ABILITIES, AND SKILLS
Considerable4n9wledge of casework methods, techniques,

and their application,to work problems. -

Considerable knowledge of the principles of human growth
and behavior, basic sociological and psychological treatment
and therapy, practices.

Copsiderable)s&wledge,of interviewing skills and techniquesi.
Considerable knowledge of group work methods, and bagic

community organization techniques.
Knowledge of the environmental and cultural factors inherent

in social work.
Knowledge of federal, state, and local legislation relative

to public assistance and welfare programs.
Knowledge of federal and state rules, policies, and, procedures

as they-relate to the sector of responsibility.
Ability to deal courteously and tactfully with other public

and'private agenCies.
Ability to use interviewing skills and techniques effectively.
Ability to plan, instruct, and guide others in social work

services.
Ability to interpret rules, regulations, policies, and

procedures.
Ability to write and speak effectively.

IOWA MERIT EMPLOYMENT DEPARTNIENT



SOCIAL WORKER III (Continued)

EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE, AND SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
Minimum. Graduation from an accredited four (4) year

college and three (3) years of full-tite paid employment in
a social,work capacity in a public Or private agency; \

OR,

, a Bachelor's degree in social work from a program accredited
by the Council'on Social Work Education from an accredited four
(4) year college or universityand two (2) years of full-time paid

.employment in a social -work capacity in a public or private agency;

OR

a Master's degree_in social work accredited by the
Council on Social Work Education from an accredited college
or university;

OR

any equivalent combination of graduate education in the
social or behavioral sciences from an accredited college or
university and 'qualifying experience"up to amaximum of thirty
(30) semester hours for one (1) year of the required experience.

FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY
Twelve (12) months of experience as a Social Worker II shall

\ be considered
#
as qualifying.

NOTE: At the time of interview, applicants referred to Glenwood
and Woodward State Hospital-Schools will be assessed to determine
if they meet federal government employment requtorements as pub-
blished in the Federal Register, Volume 39, No. 12, Thursday,
January 17, 41976, Section 20-CFR-405.1101.
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